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ኇዙኖእቿቊኤናኁዐ�ವ�ኁዐኦኪኔቿ完

IMPORTANT! KEEP FOR 
FUTURE REFERENCE

WARNING - Failure to follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions can result in death or serious injury. Only use 
this carrier with children weighing between 3kg/6.61lb & 
13kg/28.66lb Read all printed instructions before using. Watch 
instructional videos on http://babaslings.com Always ensure 
that baby’s airway is unobstructed & baby is breathing. Follow 
rules for breastfeeding if feeding in the Baba Sling. Do not 
leave baby unattended while wrapped in the sling.
SUFFOCATION HAZARD – Babies younger than 4 months 
can suffocate in this product if face is pressed tightly against 
your body. Babies at greatest risk of suffocation include those 
born prematurely and those with respiratory problems. Check 
often to make sure baby’s face is uncovered, clearly visible 
and away from caregiver’s body at all times. Make sure baby 
does not curl into a position with the chin resting on or near 
baby’s chest. This position can interfere with breathing, even 
when nothing is covering the nose or mouth. If you nurse your 
baby in carrier, always reposition after feeding so baby’s face 
is not pressed against your body. Never use this carrier with 
babies smaller than 8lb/3.6kg without seeking the advice of a 
healthcare professional.
WARNING: Your balance may be adversely affected by your 
movement and that of your child;
WARNING: Take care when bending or leaning forward;
WARNING: This carrier is not suitable for use during sporting 
activities.
FALL HAZARD – Leaning, bending over, or tripping can cause 
baby to fall. Keep one hand on baby while moving. 
Follow reccomended minimum and maximum weight of the 
child for which the carrier is intended. Check for ripped seams, 
torn straps or fabric, and damaged hardware before each use. 
If found, stop using carrier. Always check to ensure that all 
knots, buckles, snaps, straps, and adjustments are secure. 
Ensure that the baby is safely positioned in the sling carrier 
according to manufacturer’s instructions for use. Never leave 
a baby in a sling carrier that is not being worn. Check on the 
baby often. Ensure that the baby is periodically repositioned. 
Never use a sling carrier when balance or mobility is impaired 
because of exercise, drowsiness, or medical conditions. Never 
place more than one baby in the sling carrier. Never use/wear 
more than one carrier at a time. Never use sling carrier while 
engaging in activities such as cooking and cleaning which 
involve a heat source or exposure to chemicals. Never wear 
sling carrier while driving or being a passenger in a motor 
vehicle. Store in original packaging in cool dry place. Store 
away from furnaces, stoves, water heaters, clothes dryers or 
other appliances that have a pilot light or other ignition source. 

Slings Pty Ltd is not responsible for accidents or injuries that 

or partners. Do not remove label. Please inform us if the label 
has been tampered with. 

Designed in Australia • Made in Indonesia 
メッシュスリング - 100%コットン / 100% ポリエステル 他 スリング - 100%コットン
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Upright Position 

3.5kg/7.71lb - 13kg/28.66lb

Hammock + Breastfeeding 

3.5kg/7.71lb - 13kg/28.66lb

Joey Position 
ንዄኁኺንኔዄዐ

 3.5kg/7.71lb - 13kg/28.66lb

Hipstar 
ኯአኴኖኜዙ�

6kg/13.2lb - 13kg/28.66lb

Easy Rider + Breastfeeding 
ኁዙንዙኁኝዙ᧧㘗ℂኖኜኁወ

3.5kg/7.71lb - 9kg/19.8lb

ቿአኴኁእ

ኬዐአኌ+授乳スタイル

㠿䞮⏟ሮቬ᧮㸂檒ቡቊ

㠿䞮⏟ሮቬ᧮㸂檒ቡቊ

᧯ዓ㦗ሮቬ᧲ዓ㦗檒ቡቊ

㠿䞮⏟ሮቬ᧲ዓ㦗檒ቡቊ

᧰ዓ㦗ሮቬ᧮㸂檒ቡቊ

　５つの抱き方　新生児～２歳頃まで
❹ヶ月～　　❻ヶ月～　　　　　　　　　ヶ月頃０ 14ヶ月

寝かしつけや授乳に

新生児期の寝かしつけや授乳に

買い物やお散歩に

買い物やお散歩に

ママと同じ目線で楽しく抱っこ
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Hammock

Easy Rider

Correct Incorrect

Upright

Correct Incorrect

Correct Incorrect

Hipstar

Joey
Correct Incorrect

Correct Incorrect

“T.I.C.K.S.”

TIGHT • IN VIEW • CLOSE • KEEP CHIN OFF CHEST • SUPPORTED BACK

Rules for Safe Babywearing •  忳ቄቦቶት㕀ቆሶሼቮ椪ቑ⸘⏷ₙቑወዙወ�

TIGHT  •  ኖእአኴቒ◐⒕偯ቤቮ

The Baba Sling should be tight enough to hug your baby close to you. Any slack or loose fabric will allow 
your baby to slump down into the Baba Sling, which can hinder baby’s breathing and pull on your back. If 
you feel you need to hold onto baby you probably need to tighten the adjustment straps. 
忳ቄቦቶት呹⒕ቑ厇ቑⓜቊሺቆሮቭ㕀ቆሶቊሰቮቫሩᇬክክኖዐኍቒᇬ嬚捷⒕ቑを
ት◐⒕ㆤሰሾ∎䞷ሺሲቃሸሧᇭ�嬚捷⒕⇨孤ሯሥቮቋᇬ忳ቄቦቶሯኖዐ
ኍቑ₼⩚ብቯሺቡሧᇬ�✋⛇ትⰷስቮ♾厌㊶ሯሥቮቃሴቊቍሲᇬኻኻቑ卛₼ብ
弯㕔ሯሮሮቭቡሼᇭ�忳ቄቦቶት㕀ቆሶሺሧ偸ሧ⫃⚗ቒᇬኖእአኴት嵎乏ሺ
偯ቤሲቃሸሧᇭ

,1�9,(:�A7�$//�7,0(6  • 忳ቄቦቶቑ櫣ቒデ尚ራቮ⇜函

You should always be able to see your baby’s face with a simple glance downwards. The fabric and 
railings should never close in around them so you have to open it to check on them. In a cradle position 
your baby should always face upwards rather than be turned in towards your body.

䥽偩ትₚቀቬሾቓᇬሼሳ忳ቄቦቶቑ櫣ሯ䭉崜ቊሰቮ⇜函忳ቄቦቶት㕀ቆሶሺሲ
ቃሸሧᇭ�嬚捷⒕ቧ嬚ቑ䂄捷⒕ቊ忳ቄቦቶቑ櫣ሯ椯ቯቍሧቫሩሺᇬデ忳ቄቦቶቑ
㱧ት䭉崜ቊሰቮቫሩሺሲቃሸሧᇭ�㲹㕀ሰቑኺንኔዄዐቊቒᇬ忳ቄቦቶቑ櫣ቒ
ኻኻቑ厇ቊቒቍሲᇬ�ₙት⚠ሧሧቮቫሩሺሲቃሸሧᇭ

Your baby’s head should be as close to your chin as is comfortably possible. You should be able to kiss 
your baby on the head or forehead by simply tilting your head forward.

忳ቄቦቶቑ檼ሯᇬቍቮቜሲኻኻቑሥሷ扠ሧ恬楱ሥቮቫሩ㕀ቆሶሺሲቃሸሧᇭ�
ኻኻሯ櫣ት⍍ሴቯቓᇬ忳ቄቦቶቑ檼ቧርቊሶኊኖቊሰቮሲቬሧቑ恬楱ቊሼᇭ

.((3�&+,1�2))�7+(�&+(67  • 

  

忳ቄቦቶቑሥሷቒ厇ሮቬ楱ሺ

 

To ensure unrestricted breathing, baby should never be curled so their chin is forced onto their chest. 
Ensure there is always a space of at least one finger’s width under your baby’s chin. 

忳ቄቦቶቑ✋⛇ት䭉≬ሼቮቂቤᇬ忳ቄቦቶሯሩቇባሧᇬሥሷሯ厇ቇሮቍሧቫሩ
ᇬ㉔ሽሥሷቋ厇ቑ栢㖖�㦻⒕ቑኖዙኖሯሥቮቫሩሺሲቃሸሧᇭ

68332R7('�BA&.�• 卛₼ትኒኺዙእሼቮ�
  

 When carrying baby in an upright position, ensure their back is supported in its natural position, 
with their tummy and chest resting against you. If the Sling is too loose, baby can slump forward, partially 

Note: Test this by placing a hand on baby’s back and pressing gently. They should not ‘uncurl’ or move closer 
to you. If baby is in the Easy Rider position make sure that their bottom is in the deepest part of 

忳ቄቦቶትቿአኴኁእኺንኔዄዐቊ㕀ቆሶሼቮ㣑ቒᇬ忳ቄቦቶቑር合ቋ厇ሯ
ር㹜ሸቶቑ⇢ቭሮሮቭᇬ䎰䚕ቑቍሧⲎ╱ቊ卛₼ሯኒኺዙእሸቯሧቮሶቋት
䭉崜ሺሲቃሸሧᇭ
�ኖዐኍሯ偸ሧቋᇬ忳ቄቦቶሯⓜ⻗ቢቑ䕅㏚ቍቭᇬ㺦拢ትቘሸሧቊ✋⛇ትⓅ棟ሺ
ሺቡሩ♾厌㊶ሯሥቭቡሼᇭ�䭉崜ሼቮ㡈㽤�ᇫሶቑቫሩቍ䕅㏚ቍቆሧቍሧሮ
ኞኄአኌሼቮቒᇬ忳ቄቦቶቑ卛₼㓚ትሥᇬቧሸሺሲ㕋ሺቢሲቃሸሧᇭ
忳ቄቦቶሯ卛₼ት⇇ቓሼቫሩቍ╤ሰትቢሾቂቭᇬኻኻ⇢ት扠ቈሴቮቫሩቊሥቯቓᇬ
ⓜ⻗ቢቍቆሧቂሺቮሺቊሼᇭ
�忳ቄቦቶትኁዙንዙኁኝዙቑኺንኔዄዐቊ㕀ቆሶሼቮ椪ቒᇬ忳ቄቦቶቑ⇢ሯⓜቑቤቭ
�ቍቆᇬሥሷሯ厇ቇሮቍሧቫሩᇬ�忳ቄቦቶቑርሺቭሯቄቪሩቌ嬚捷⒕ቑㄤ
ሲቮቫሩሺሲቃሸሧᇭ

&/26(�(128*+�72�.,66�• ኊኖቊሰቮ恬楱

closing their airway and restricting breathing.

the Baba Sling, so that they do not fold in half, which would press their chin onto their chest.
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Unique Features •��䕻呹ቑ㳮厌

• Wide and thick shoulder padding 
to cushion your shoulders + 2 well 
padded railings
• 匸ትኒኺዙእሼቮ⮶ሰሲ
☩ሧኔዄወኝዙኮአኦ��ኌአኔ�
ኔዄዐቑ⏴ቆቂ᧮ቇቑ
ኒኁኦዉዙወ

• A wide hammock, so that even a 
toddler can fully lie down to sleep

ವ�䞮⦿ትቂቆቚቭ∎䞷ሺ
ሧቮቑቊᇬ㷸ሰⱚቤቑ
ርሸቡቊብ◐⒕ቮሶቋሯ
ቊሰቡሼ

• A handy pocket for those odds and ends + a loop, for 
attaching toys and keys
ವ�唁ᇰ⏴ቯቬቯቮ≎Ⓒቍኺአእ���
ርብቄቦቍቌትሮሴቬቯቮወዙኴ

• Double adjustment straps for increased security and to accommodate different body 
sizes in both you - the wearer, your fellow carriers and bub, as he or she grows
ವ⮶ሰቍኬዐአኌቍቑቊᇬ㷸ሰⱚቤቑርሸቡቊብ◐⒕ቮሶቋሯቊ
ሰቡሼ

• A large, high quality side release buckle with padding underneath + a safety buckle positioned 
conveniently under the large buckle for extra safety
ವₚኮአኦሯⅧሧቂ⮶ሰሲ浧㊶厌ቍዙንክአኌወ��ቀቑₚቑ�ኘዙኲኣኀ
ክአኌወሯሥቮሶቋቊቫቭ⸘⏷㊶ሯ浧ሲቍቆሧቡሼᇭ

• Label, so you know you have the genuine product, and to help you correctly 
position the sling on your body

 

ವወሯ春洷ሲቮሶቋቊኖዐኍት⇢㷲ሺሲ
孔䧏ሼቮቑ㈈䵚ቄቡሼ

Before you get going •��ቡሽ⒬ቤ

ವ�ክክኖዐኍት∎ሧⱚቤቮⓜቒᇬኖዐኍ⟞櫛ሯቍሧሶቋት㹝⥭䭉ሮቤሮቬᇬር∎ሧሲቃሸሧ�
ವ�⒬ቤቒᇬⅉㇱቊ傃剡ሺቂቭᇬ崿ሮ㓚↬ቆብቬሧቍሯቬ叀䧏ሼቮሶቋብር╶ቤሺቡሼ 
• ⒬ቤክክኖዐኍት∎ሧⱚቤቮ㣑ቒᇬኻኻቋ忳ቄቦቶሯአኌኖሺቂ䕅㏚ቑ㣑峵ሺቢቡሺቪሩ 
• ሧሲቇሮቑኺንኔዄዐቊ峵ሺቢሲቃሸሧ�ವ�ብሺ⒬ቤቑ㕀ቆሶኺንኔዄዐሯሺቆሲቭሧሮቍቆቂቬᇬ
忳ቄቦቶቑ⛷ቭቑ嬚捷⒕ቑを⦿ት嵎乏ሺቢሲቃሸሧ�ವ�ኺንኔዄዐት⮘ራቮ椪ቒᇬ㕀ቆሶሺሧቮ匸ት
⮘ራቍሧ棟ቭᇬ忳ቄቦቶት�ኖዐኍ㕀ሧቂቡቡ⮘ራቬቯቡሼ�ವ�㕀ቆሶሺሧቮ匸ት⸩㦮䤓
ℳ㙪ሺሲቃሸሧ᧤ርቫቀ��⒕䲚ㄵሯ㦏拸��ವ�ኻኻቑ古ᇬቡቂቒኖዐኍቑ嬚捷⒕ቧ傐捷⒕ቊᇬ
デ忳ቄቦቶቑ檼ት㞾ራሲቃሸሧ�ವ�忳ቄቦቶት㓚ⓜㆤሰሾቮ㉔尐ሯሥቮቋ㎮ሻቂ⫃⚗ቒᇬ
ኖእአኴት偯ቤሲቃሸሧ�ವ�ⓜሮሯባⲎ╱ቊቒᇬ㉔ሽ忳ቄቦቶት�㓚ቊ㞾ራሲቃሸሧ
ವ�傃剡ት摜ቐቮሶቋቊᇬቫቭ⸘㉒ሺኖዐኍት∎ራቮቫሩቍቭቡሼ��

Check that your Baba Sling is in good condition before each use •Practice
with a doll first and/orave someone assist you when you first use the sling • Try 
Baba Sling for the first time with your baby when you are both relaxed and calm 
• Experiment with the different positions • If at first a positon doesn’t feel quite 
right, adjust the fabric around baby for a better fit -perhaps baby might like to 
 have their head or feet out • You don’t need to take baby out of the sling to 
manoeuvre into another comfortable position, unless you are changing shoulders 
• Change shoulders periodically (every 45 mins is ideal) • Always support baby’s 
head, either with your arm and/or the hammock fabric & railings • If you feel you 
need to hold your baby, try tightening the straps • It’s more secure to have 
the straps shorter rather than longer • Hold baby when bending over or leaning 
forward • Practice makes perfect!



Getting Going •�ࠗȎǸ

1. Make sure you hear the 
audible click when clipping 
both the large buckle and the 
safety buckle up. Watch when 
you do this  that your fingers 
don't get caught in the clip.

/,�ɩĘȸɐɃȯɫǵ�ȻĘ
ɕɆȣɐɃȯɫǙ�ȫɁɃ
ǵǑǓϟǙǦȘ�ȋǴಸȋ
ǰǬǠǵȟѐ�Ǥǳǜǭ
ǢǑÿɐɃ�ȯɫȟಸȎȘ
۱þ݊Ǚ�ɐɃȯɫǻҶǸ
ՐȋȖ�ǷǑȕǓþඌǴѐ
Ǥ�ǷǙȖǗǠǷǰǳǜ
ǭ�ǢǑÿ

0,�ȏǓ͔ȻĘɕɆȣ�
ɐɃȯɫǙȫɁɃǵ�ಸ
ȋǰǳǑȘǠǵȟ�ѐ
ǤǳǜǭǢǑÿ�ǪǤǳ
ञǮȐȠȟ�೮ǰǠǤǳ
ǑȘҶǸ�̪ग़ȹɈɩɃ
ɗǙல�ੈǸǜǑǠȋǷ
ǑȕǓ

1,�ɩəɫǙࣽർȟٖ�Ǒ
ǳǑȘǴþ�Ǹǜ
Șεȟ͢Ǒǳ�ਝǜþϠ
ǸǜȘೱǻ�εǼǜȹ
ɈɩɃɗ�ȟੴࣸǤȋǦ

2,�ɩəɫǙڲۓǻ�Ǹ
ǜȘȕǓǸੇෟ�ǤȋǦ
ǪǓǦȘǵ�ǻǮȔǓ
ǶีǑ̴�ਸǸǜȘඌ͝
ǵǷ�ȗþǸבǷ౿
ਖ�ȟǘǞȋǨȠÿ

3,ǸǱǑǳǑȘೱǻǑεಊಠǙϠǸþ�
ਝǑೱǻεಊಠǙǸǷǰǳǑȘȕǓǸ�
ǤǳǜǭǢǑÿɐɐȹɪɳȰǙୄݻǻ�ɀ
ɖɫੴࣸȹɈɩɃɗȟۢෟǤǳǑȘซශ�
ǼǪșǫșǻɝȸȷɧɳǸڝȜǨǳ0മǻ�
ȹɈɩɃɗȟੴࣸǦȘǠǵǴ�_'�ञǮȐȠ�
ǙȹɪɳȰǻੈǴȓǰǬȗۖșȘȹɚĘȹ�
ȟѐǤ�`'�ञǮȐȠȟ̪ग़Ǹ̪Ǥǳ�೮
ǰǠǴǚȘȕǓþూǙǏșǽþপǻ�
εಊಠȟ͢ǰșȘȕǓǸǦȘǬȎǴǦÿ�
ూǧ0മǻੴࣸȹɈ�ɩɃɗȕȗǜǷȘ�ȕ
ǓǸǤǳǜǭǢǑÿ

2. Always be sure that 
the safety buckle is 
clipped up and the 
safety strap is longer 
than the other straps, 
as you don’t want it 
to dig into your back 
when you

3. With the Label forward 
facing, have the longest 
strap closest to your body 
when putting it on.

4. The label sits at your 
collarbone. This will help 
you be aware that the 
shoulder pad sits evenly on 
your shoulder.

5. Make sure the bottom strap is the 
longest and the top strap the shortest. The 
reason behind the unique double strapping 
system of the Baba Sling is that you can set 
each strap to a different setting, to ensure 
rf_r8�_'�`_`w�f_q�clmsef�pmmk�dmp�rfcgp�
`mrrmk�rm�qgr�gl�rfc�qjgle�`'�rfc�snncp
railing can be pulled in tighter to provide 
greater

6. The middle of the 
hammock should sit above 
your hip or higher.

4,�ৢಊಠǻੈρǙþȌǫ�
ǗǮǏǬȗǸǜȘȕǓǸ�
ǸǤǳǜǭǢǑÿ

5,�ǑǱȏЛǸ೮ǰǠǴǚȘ�ȕǓþ�ȷɧɫ
ɀĘɑɃɉǙ߃�ǸǨȗǏǙȖǷǑȕǓǸǤ
ǳ�ǜǭǢǑÿ

6,�೮ǰǠǤǳǑȘȟيҙǦ�ȘǸǼþ�ɐɐ
ȹɪɳȰȟǘ�ȖвǤþੴࣸȹɈɩɃɗǻ
�ǢȟԓǸੴࣸǤȋǦÿ

7,�ȹɈɩɃɗȟ࠻ǤǜǦ
Ș�ǸǼþɐɐȹɪɳȰȟ࠻
Ǥॖ�ǸǧȖǤǳþɐɃȯɫ
ȟॖ�Ǹ͢ǚӭǠǦǵþส
ೱǻ�ȹɈɩɃɗǙǜǷȗ
ȋǦÿ

/.,�ȹɈɩɃɗȟਝǜੴࣸǦȘ�
ǸǼþȷɧɫɀĘɑɃɉȟǱǬ�
ǰǳலੈǻȹɈɩɃɗǸȟ�
ǽǤþǪșǫșǻੴࣸȹɈɩɃ�
ɗȟ͢ǰȗȋǦÿ�ɐɐȹɪ�ɳ
ȰȟॖǸ͢ǚӓǨǬǑڝ�Ǹ
ǼþǠǻȕǓǷೱǴੴࣸǦ�Ș
ǠǵǙǴǚȋǦÿ

7. For greater comfort, make sure that the 
shoulder pad remains away from your neck.

8.To change shoulders take the Baba Sling off 
and exchange adjustment on the straps.

9. To lengthen the straps 
pull the Baba Sling slightly 
forward so that you can 
reach the large buckle with 
the shoulder pad arm, then 
leverage the buckle 
upward. Both straps will 
lengthen as you do this.

10. To tighten the straps reach be 
hind you with the shoulder pad arm 
and pull on each strap separately. If 
you need to swivel the Baba Sling 
back slightly you can do this.
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1. Start with the Baba    
Sling in position on  
your shoulder. 

2. Have your toddler face you and  
stand beside you as you crouch  
down. you as you.

3. Put the Baba Slings over
your child’s head. 

1. ክክኖዐኍት
䧏䞷ሺቡሼ�ᇭ

��ሺቦሯቢቍሯቬᇬቌብት
呹⒕ቋ⚠ሰ⚗ቆቂ䕅㏚ቊᇬ
ሼሳቀቓ䵚ቄቡሼᇭ

��ሺቦሯቶቊᇬክክኖ
ዐኍትቌብቑ檼ሮቬ
ሮሾቡሼᇭ

 

For the older child  ï ⺠ሺ⮶ሰሲቍቆቂቬ�

4. As you stand up boost baby 
into position in the Baba Slings.  

4. 䵚ቄₙሯቭቍሯቬᇬቌ
ብትኖዐኍቋ偡㕀ሰ
ሾᇬ嬚ቑ₼ቊ囌ቄ䧏ሲ
⇜函ㄶቬሾቡሼᇭ

5. Make sure the bottom railing 
comes up to baby’s knees, the 
upper railing to their armpits or 
the back of their neck and baby’s 
bottom is centred in the hammock.

���㉔ሽᇬₚቑ傐捷⒕ሯቌብ
ቑቕሹቡቊᇬₙቑ傐捷⒕ሯ厖
ቑₚቡቂቒ氥ቑ㈛ተቡቊሲቮ
ቫሩሺሲቃሸሧᇭ�ቌብ
ቑርሺቭሯ嬚捷⒕ቑ䦮ቶ₼
ሲቮቫሩሺሲቃሸሧᇭ

NOTE!
You can also use the younger child method to get your toddler into the 
Upright Position. Make sure that both straps are pulled tight enough. 
If there is slack in the railings, tighten the straps. Pull any excess fabric 
downward. When you bend over always hold onto baby with at least 
one arm. 

⌨劒�
⺠ሺ⮶ሰሲቍቆሮቬብᇬᇷ忳ቄቦቶቑሩቄቒᇸቑ㡈㽤ቊ
ርሸቶትቿአኴኁእቑኺንኔዄዐ㕀ቆሶሼቮሶቋሯ
ቊሰቡሼᇭ��㦻ቑኖእአኴሯ◐⒕偯ቤቬቯሧቮሶቋት
䭉崜ሺሲቃሸሧᇭₙₚቑ傐捷⒕ሯ偸ሧ⫃⚗ቒᇬኖእአ
ኴት偯ቤሲቃሸሧᇭ�嬚捷⒕ቑ⇨ቆሧቮを⦿ቒₚㆤቆ
㇄ቆሲቃሸሧᇭⓜሮሯባቋሰቒᇬ⺠ቍሲቋብ�㦻ቑ古ቊ
忳ቄቦቶት㞾ራሲቃሸሧᇭ

 

Hammock  ï ኬዐአኌኖኜኁወ
Up to 2 years ï �㸂ሶተቡቊ

Great for sleeping and breastfeeding babies.    ሧቮ忳ቄቦቶቧ㘗ℂ㦏拸ቊሼᇭ

1. Follow steps 1-7 on page 7  
to put baby in the Upright Position. 

2. Take baby’s feet to wards the
shoulder pad side and their head  
in the opposite direction. Lay 
baby fully down. 

3. In this position it’s comforting to 
baby to support their head in the crook 
of your arm, as you would if you were 
rocking them in your arms. Alternatively, 
you can pull the railing up over their 
head for support.

����ዙንቑ㓚檕�ሇ�
ሺቂሯቆᇬርሸቡት
ቿአኴኁእኺንኔዄዐቊ
ቃሰቡሼᇭ

���忳ቄቦቶቑ恂ትኔዄወኝዙ
ኮአኦሯሥቮ匸⌃ቛᇬ檼ት
♜⺍⌃ቛብቆሰᇬ忳ቄ
ቦቶት㲹ሮሾቡሼᇭ

���ሶቑኺንኔዄዐቊቒᇬኻ
ኻሯ古ቊ忳ቄቦቶት㕀ቆሶ
ሼቮቫሩᇬ�匧ቑሲቢ
ት忳ቄቦቶቑ檼䂊ራሥ
ስቮቋ忳ቄቦቶሯ⸘㉒ሺቡ
ሼᇭ�傐捷⒕ት忳ቄቦቶቑ檼
ቑₙቡቊሥስᇬኒኺዙእ
ሼቮሶቋብቊሰቡሼᇭ

4. Position baby’s head at your breast
or comfortable and easy breastfeeding.  
Make sure at all times you can see 
baby’s face. 

���亰◧ቊ㉺拸ቍ㘗ℂቒᇬ
忳ቄቦቶቑ檼ት呹⒕ቑ厇ቑ
⇜函㖐ቆሰሲቃሸሧᇭ
忳ቄቦቶቑ櫣ሯデ尚ራቮ
ቫሩሺሲቃሸሧᇭ
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-

Hipstar ï ኯአኴኖኜዙ
4 months to 2 years + ï 䞮㈛�ዓ㦗ሇ�㸂拝ሱቡቊ

1. Follow steps 1-7 
on page 7 to put baby in the 
Upright Position.

 

2. Glide baby around onto your 
hip. Make sure that the label 
stays at your collarbone when 
you do this.

 

3. You can have the upper railing 
under baby’s armpits or  you can 
pull it up to the back of baby’s neck.
Be sure that the lower railing 
comes up to both of baby’s knees, 
and that it encircles their bottom. 

The Action Position ï ╤⇫⚠ሧሧቮኺንኔዄዐ 

 

 

4. An option is to slide the shoulder pad 
onto your upper arm. This is a very 
comfortable position. 

���ኔዄወኝዙኮአኦትℛቑ古
ሽቬሼሶቋብቊሰቡሼᇭሶቯቒ
ቋብ㰌ቍኺንኔዄዐቊሼᇭ

���᧳ዙንቑ㓚檕�ሇ�
ሺቂሯቆᇬርሸቡት
ቿአኴኁእኺንኔዄዐ
ሺቡሼᇭ

���忳ቄቦቶቑርሺቭት
呹⒕ቑ叿ቑₙብቆ
ሰቡሼᇭሶቑቋሰᇬ
ወቒ春洷捷⒕ሮቬ
╤ሮቍሧቫሩሺቡሼᇭ

���ₙቑ傐捷⒕ሯ忳ቄቦቶቑ
厖ቑₚሮ氥ቑቋሶተቡቊሲቮ
ቫሩሺቡሼᇭₚቑ傐捷⒕ት
忳ቄቦቶቑ₰听ቡቊብቆሰ
ᇬ嬚捷⒕ቊርሺቭትሼቆበ
ቭ▔ባቫሩሺቡሼᇭ

Taking the Baba Sling Off ï ክክኖዐኍቑ⮥ሺ㡈 

1. Make sure that you have
good hold of your baby around 
his or her chest with your
non-shoulder pad arm.

2. Swivel baby and the Baba Sling diagonally in 
the opposite direction to the shoulder pad, to give 
you better access to the buckles.

3. Reach back with shoulder pad 
hand and unclip both the large and 
then the small buckle.

���忳ቄቦቶትኖዐኍ
ሷቋሺቆሮቭ㞾ራቡሼᇭ

���忳ቄቦቶቋክክኖዐኍት㠫ቤ
ሽቬሺᇬክአኌወ㓚ት⻙ሰቧሼሲ
ሺቡሼᇭ

���ዙንክአኌወᇬቀሺኘ
ዙኲኣኀክአኌወቑ檕䟹ቊ⮥
ሺቡሼᇭ

4. You can then lie baby 
down to sleep without waking 
them.

���忳ቄቦቶሯሧቯቓ
怆ሶሸሽ⮥ሺᇬ
ሮሾቮሶቋሯቊሰቡሼᇭ

Follow T.I.C.K.S. guidelines for babywearing at all times!
ክክኖዐኍቊ忳ቄቦቶት㕀ቆሶሼቮ椪ቒᇬ⸘⏷ₙቑወዙወትሮቍቬሽ⸗ቆሲቃሸሧ�

Warranty
In the unlikely case that you find any material or workmanship that 
affects the product’s normal operation, we will replace the unit free 
of charge within 12 months of purchase. You are required to present 
your receipt as proof of purchase, as well as a photograph of the 
defect, by email. For all concerns with your product please contact 
our Customer Service Team.
Please read all the information carefully before using this product. 
This warranty does not apply to failure due to improper care or normal 
wear and tear caused by product use. We reserve the right to inspect 
this product. You may be charged for replacement if the product has 
been damaged accidentally. 

    

≬峋
ₖᇬ完❐ቑ㷲デቍ╤⇫㈀檎ትራቮ摜⮶ቍ㧟㠨ቡቂቒ
完抯ₙቑ㶯棴ሯ尚ቇሮቆቂ⫃⚗ቒᇬ律⏴㈛��ዓ㦗ⅴ␔ቊ
ሥቯቓ䎰⎮≽䚕ሧቂሺቡሼᇭ律⏴峋㢝㦇ቋሺዉኔዙእት
㙟䯉ሺᇬ㶯棴捷⒕ቑ䦮ትኾዙወቊ抐≰ሺሧቂቃሲ㉔尐
ሯሥቭቡሼᇭ完❐栱ሺₜ㢝ቍ䍈ሯሷሹሧቡሺቂቬᇬ
㇢䯍ቑኈኖኜኻዙኒዙኰኖኞዙኽር⟞ሧ⚗ቲሾሲቃሸሧᇭ
ሶቑ完❐ት∎䞷ሼቮⓜᇬሼቜቑ㍔⫀ትቫሲር崼ቢሲቃ
ሸሧᇭሶቑ≬峋ቒᇬₜ拸⒖ቍር㓚⏴ቯቧᇬ完❐ቑ抩デ∎䞷
ቫቆ䤉䞮ሺቂ䭷劦ቧ䫃㚜ቒ拸䞷ሸቯቡሾቶᇭ完❐ት
㮫㪊ሼቮ㲸Ⓒሯ㇢䯍ሥቭቡሼᇭር⸱ሸቡቑ崳ቭቫቆ
完❐ሯ㚜⍆ሺቂ⫃⚗ቒᇬ≽䚕彊䞷ሯ嵚㻑ሸቯቮ⫃⚗ሯሥቭ
ቡሼᇭ
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新生児期のババスリングの使い方
ኰዙኖዐኍቒ楲ሺሧቋሧሩር⸱㱧ቑ㎞尚ሯሥቮቑቊሼሯᇬ㏲ቯቯቓ⸮ቒቋብ亰◧孔䧏ቊሰቮ⎹ቯብቑቊሼᇭ
ቡሽ㦏⒬㠿䞮⏟ት⇤ብቇሴሽ㕀ቆሶሼቮቋሰቒ㲹㕀ሰትሺቡሼቫቐᇭቀቑ⇜函ቧⲎ╱ትኁኾዙንሺቍሯቬ忳ቄቦቶት
ኖዐኍቑ嬚ቑ₼⏴ቯቢሲቃሸሧᇭ㓚ቊ㕀ቆሶሼቮⅲቲቭኖዐኍቊ≬帆ሺ㞾ራሥስቮቃሴቍቑቊሼᇭₚ岧
ቊቒ亰◧ኖዐኍሯ∎ራቮቫሩኺኁዐእት岧ሺርሰቡሼቑቊᇬ㢾槭♑劒ሺር∎ሧቂቃሴቯቓቋ㊬ሧቡሼᇭ㦏⒬
㏲ቯቮቡቊ㣑栢ሯሮሮቮ⫃⚗ሯሷሹሧቡሼሯᇬ䎵ቬሽ忳ቄቦቶቑ㳮ⵛሯ哾ሧ㣑ር峵ሺₚሸሧቡሾᇭ∎ሧⱚቤቒ
⒕ሮቬቍሧሶቋቍቌሯሥቮቋ㊬ሧቡሼᇭኖዐኍቑ∎ሧቧሼሸት⇢㎮ሺሧቂቃሴቡሼቫሩር㺦憌ር榊崀ቧኾዙወ
ቍቌቊር⟞ሧ⚗ቲሾₚሸሧᇭቀቑ椪ᇬር⸱㱧ሯ晰怙ሺኖዐኍት孔䧏ሺቂ䦮ቍቌት㜽ቆ抐ቆሲቃሸቮቋኒኺዙእ
ኖኜአኲብቿኦክኁኖሺቧሼሧቑቊር╶ቤቊሼᇭ
ኒኺዙእኘዐኜዙᇫ7(/ᇫ������������ᇫኾዙወᇫVDOHV#EDEDVOLQJV�FR�MS

ኖእአኴቑふ⚂ቑክዐኖቒₚቑ䟊⍞ት♑劒ሺሲቃሸሧᇭ
᧤ኻኻᇫ愺栆���᨟ᨩᇬኰዙᇫ᧭ኈ㦗ᇫ���.J᧥

ኖእአኴቑ嵎乏ቒ孔䧏ሺሮቬቊሼቋ忳ቄቦቶቑ摜ቢሯሥቭቡሼቑቊ㏲ቯቮቡቊቒ
ቋብቧቭሲሧቋ㊬ሧቡሼᇬㄵ孫┸ቑ㡈嵎㠃ሺብቬሧ呹⒕ቑኒኁኗ⚗ቲ
ሾቯቓ㶰⥭ቒክአኌወቊ䧏叀ቊሰቡሼቑቊ嵎㠃ቑ㉔尐ቒቍሲቍቭቡሼᇭ
ⅉቊ嵎㠃ሼቮ⫃⚗ቒኖዐኍት孔䧏ሼቮⓜኖእአኴት◙⒕ቌ⇇ቓሺሮቬ
忳ቄቦቶት㕀ቆሶሺᇬ䧏␆⚗ት䭉崜ሺₚሸሧᇭ
䧏ሯ恂ቭቍሧ⫃⚗ቒኖዐኍት⮥ሺኖእአኴትㆤሧ嵎㠃ᇬ孔䧏ᇬ
㕀ቆሶᇬ䧏␆⚗ቑ䭉崜ት⇤ㄵሮ僿ቭ扣ሺአኜቑ⫃㓏ት㘱ሺሲቃሸሧᇭᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫᇫ

氥ሼቲቭⓜቑ忳ቄቦቶትኖዐኍ⏴ቯቮቋሰቒኖዐኍት䧏ሴሮቬ匸ቑₙ
㕀ቆሶሺ᧤ስቆቚትሸሾቮቫሩ᧥嬚ቑₙ捷ሮቬ忳ቄቦቶትር⻊ሮቬ棜ተሼቫሩ
⏴ቯቮቋ⏴ቯቧሼሧቊሼᇭ�
ቡቂᇬ㷲ሺሧኖዐኍቑ⇜函ቒሮቍቭₙ捷ቍቭኻኻቋ䧏ሺሧቡሼᇭ
ኖዐኍት孔䧏ሺቍሧቊ㕀ቆሶሺቂ⇜函ቋ⚛ሻሲቬሧሯሧሧ⇜函ቊሼᇭ
嬚ትㄒስሼሱቮቋ₼⩚ብቯሺቡሧቡሼቑቊሥቡቭㄒስሽゾ䕅ቊ∎ሩቑሯ
ኺኁዐእቊሼᇭ�
氥ሼቲቭቑⓜቒ傐ቑኌአኔዄዐት㨤㦎ቲቭሼቮቋ⸘⸩ሺቡሼᇭ

������氥ሼቲቭቑⓜቒ傐ቑኌአኔዄዐት㨤㦎ቲቭሼቮቋ⸘⸩ሺቡሼቫᇭ�ሶቑሳቬሧ䧏ሺሧቮቋ㕀ቆሶሼቮቑብ㰌ቍቭቡሼ

�₼ቑ忳ቄቦቶቑ恂ቒ嬚ቑ₼ሧቯቮቋ呹䏅ሶቑቫሩቍㇱቍቭቡሼᇭኻኻሮቬቑ䥽偩ቒሶቶቍ㎮ሻቊሼᇭ

ኖእአኴቑ嵎㠃ቇሧ


